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President’s report

Col Collyer

Howdy Guys and Gals. Bloomin nice weather innit !
I have a bit to get through that is a slight change of direction in the way the Club
has been travelling. Both are being driven primarily by field usage, but both will prove good for
the Club financially.
Firstly, as seen at the last Club meeting, the Racing Drones are planning on having their
monthly competition day at our field. It should have very little impact on our operation, and we
may even get to convert a few to gliding.
We also have an instructor coming to do some Drone licensing training, about 1 hour in the
field, the rest in the club house. Please avoid getting in their way and let them get on with it.
Both operations will be to the South of the South shade cloth.
The last month has been quite busy, with Sandown having the Club well represented, and also
Easter where some of our members go away Pot Hunting. Some were quite successful!
We have heard nothing from the council (No news is good news....). The weather has been
good (always is this time of year ) and I’m sure there are a few stories to be told about
Canawindra and Camperdown.
That’s enough from me, I’m off to the west for a month. Cheers
Col

The Victorian section of the Association now meets at the VARMS Clubroom on the
4th Thursday in every month, except December when there is no meeting. Starting
time is around 8.00 pm. Supper is provided and friendly discussion follows.
Attendance fee $3.00 to cover costs.
The meeting takes the form of a “show and tell” with members, and others, bringing
along their projects to present to the gathering. Also there may be discussion on
technical matters related to electric models. There is normally a lot of experience
amongst those present, so it is a good time to sort out any problems.
Max Haysom 9801 3899

Please send articles & photos for
publication to

editor@VARMS.org.au
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March General Meeting minutes

Ron Hickman

Meeting opened
Members present

8.00
34

Visitors/New members

Chris Chuah

Apologies

R.Armstrong Nigel Murray Geoff Moore M Hopper

Gerard Powell Bruce Smith

Minutes of previous meeting
Moved by John Gottschalk, Sec R.Kassel, that the minutes of the previous meeting as printed in
Aspectivity be accepted
carried
The President advised the meeting of the recent passing of long standing member and former
president Des Bayliss, placing a candle on the table and calling for a minutes silence.
Tributes were paid to Des by Colin Collyer, Peter Cossins and John Gottschalk.
Neil Roshier was called on to make a presentation on his proposed education module to be
given most likely during the last school holiday break this year. Neil called for assistance with
build testing for the proposed models.
Moved P.Cossins & Sec R.Hickman that the committee give $500 to Neil towards the
development of the program
Treasurers report
Moved Russell Pearce sec R.Kassel that the treasurers report be accepted - carried
Correspondence
Reply from Alan Tudge read to the meeting
Minutes from the recent meeting with council read
In

Arrowsmith & Petruccelli
Alan Tudge
KCC
KCC

Out Alan Tudge
Peter MacClellan

re
re
re
re

insurance renewal
reply to letter
minutes of meeting
minor capital works grants

re
re

Knox Regional Sports Park
access for slope soaring

Colin welcomed the members of the drone club who had provided a demonstration of their
activities prior to the meeting. The members of the drone club participated in a very informative
question and answer session prior to breaking for supper where the interest continued. The
president thanked the drone club members for their attendance and the meeting resumed
General Business
 Geoff Hearn reported on this weekends Sandown display
 Alan Mayhew and D Malcman indicated that an aerotow was on this weekend at
Wangaratta and the next aerotow at VARMS is scheduled for 24 th Mar.
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Geoff Glover reported on training indicating that they had 10 last Sunday with a number
of Mode 2 flyers
Alan Mayhew reported on the recent ALES comp and reminded members that thermal
coaching would be on this Sat 10th Mar
Alan Mayhew reported on the possibility of VARMS affiliating with the Mens Shed
organisation
Moved A.Mayhew, sec R Pearce that the Secretary start proceedings to affiliate with
Mens Shed - carried
Colin reminded the meeting of the upcoming elections and that he would not be standing
for President. Colin went on to suggest that members are encouraged to post photos
and comments on Facebook etc and provide articles to the editor pending the
appointment of a person to coordinate there activities.
Colin reported of the recent very successful attendance of the Cubs at the Club last
Wednesday evening. They had made foam gliders and had a great time in spite of the
unfavourable conditions. Colin foreshadowed possible future similar events.
Colin reported that the Committee has recommended that the annual fees be increased
to $100 making a total of $214 with the MAAA insurance.
P Cossins indicated that he had taken on the responsibility of organising the 50 th
celebrations with a public display on a date to be fixed later in the year
It was noted that the Contractors had been working to the South-West corner of the
property and that the bottom of the runway is now flooding

Meeting closed 9.50pm

Flying Event Calendar
Name

Date/s

Location

Further Info

General Meeting

13/4/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au

VARMS scale aerotow

14/4/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au

ALES

15/4/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au

Thermal #7

21-22/4/18

Horsham

rcga.com.au

VMAA Trophy

21-22/4/18

Pakenham

vmaa.com.au

VARMS Training

22/4/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au

70th Nationals

23-30/4/18

West Wyalong

vmaa.com.au

Warbirds over Wantirna

25/4/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au

AEFA meeting

26/4/18

VARMS Glider Field

aefanet.com

F3K #7

29/4/18

Longwood

rcga.com.au

F5J #7

5/5/18

VARMS Glider Field

rcga.com.au

VARMS Training

6/5/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au

General Meeting

11/5/18

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS.org.au
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Dave Roberts Memorial Aerotow ‘18 – End of the line

Tim Morland

Apparently, nearly everyone has forgotten about Dave Roberts. The third aerotow weekend held
to honour him was poorly attended, with just a few attending to enjoy the fruits of his wish – that
is, for a regular aerotow weekend at his club at Wangaratta.
Those who attended had a WOW of a time. Wangaratta turned on atmospheric conditions that
could in no way be improved upon. Yes it was warm, but you don't get the sort of thermals we
experienced in cool weather. It blew a bit from the north for some of Saturday morning, the rest
of the time was calm – unless a thermal was in the area. Come to think of it, here was a thermal
Friday afternoon that almost launched my camper-van!
The local club went to great lengths to make all the visitors feel at home, well fed and welcome.
All the visitors could do was apologise for the lack of numbers – which of course had nothing to
do with them.
I arrived Friday after lunch and then spent a long time on a leisurely camp set-up, not planning to
fly until Saturday morning, after everyone else had arrived. It was not to be. A local identity (Rob)
made a wisecrack towards the end of the afternoon that he had bought a tug – but it seemed that
nobody wanted to use it. My hand shot up. Everything was charged and ready to go. So away we
(Me, Rob, Schweizer) went. Big tug (1/3 scale), small plane (5kg) steep climb. Good launch.
Caught a thermal off the top of the tow. Proceed to a satisfying altitude. Land about 20 minutes
later. A lovely flight.
Rob says, “Do it again?” You bet. Re-read the above paragraph for a description of the second
flight with but one amendment; after launch, gradually descend to 500' looking for a thermal – and
then went back up!
In reality this sort of caper was going on all weekend. What a time we had. Yes, patience was
required for the day to wake up, but when things started moving the thermals really pumped.
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Saturday was the same as Friday afternoon, except a few more people were around.
Sunday was even better than Saturday with less of a breeze and maybe a fraction less warm.
There were some thermals on Sunday however that demanded to be treated with respect, as
there appeared to be a real danger of models going into orbit.

Varios are great things but maybe you haven't yet realised their strength as an insurance policy
for your model? Not only do varios try to detect thermals for you but they also provide you with
excellent information to safeguard your model for when “things” are getting out of hand and the
stratosphere is seemingly only a few minutes away. There are choices for how to manage rate of
climb. Fly in a straight line for a while and just maybe your vario will detect some sink – then relax,
as the plane is not going to disappear. Or, use your air-brakes (some or all of them, your choice),
to arrest the climb (confirmed by the change in vario tone) – then relax. Or, if necessary, use
spoilers plus elevator trim combined to either neutralise the lift of the thermal or to descend in a
controlled way to a lower altitude. Guessing elevator position when you can't see the plane
properly is dynamite. With this last method my Schweizer 1-26B can descend at a constant speed
at an angle of about 45 degrees with the spoilers fully deployed. Safe as houses.
The final solution to the disappearance in a thermal problem is the spin. With my aircraft this
method is not subtle and invariably results in great globs of altitude being washed away in a short
space of time. This method is less good than the others, as you may end up too low to resume a
successful thermal hunt.
A spin is a deliberate stall, with rotation. Spins usually fully develop (ie stabilise) after about 3
rotations. After that, the forces on the airframe do not change until the pull-out is performed by
neutralising the controls and performing the last quarter of a loop as the airframe accelerates to
normal flying speed.
If your model does de-pixelate and completely disappear, a spin is the only method I would
recommend for coming down. You will probably see sun-glint flashing off the airframe as it rotates
and descends. Can your aeroplanes spin?
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Remember: A spiral dive is not a spin and will probably destroy your model if allowed to continue
unchecked. During a spiral dive, the wing is not stalled and therefore offers little resistance to the
pull of gravity. The aircraft is very likely to continue accelerating indefinitely until something flutters
or fractures (or both!) – accompanied by a noise such as “poof”.
So on Sunday, there was a whole bunch of guys
testing out their skills at model retention at higher
than desirable altitudes. A good learning
experience. As far as I know there was only one
casualty. It was a surprise to see just the nose
section of the fuselage return from the wreckage
retrieval expedition. The “Radian Pro” had suffered
a structural failure of the fuselage just in front of the
wing. What?! I didn't see it happen, but an airframe
should not have such a failure. Be aware of very
high “g” manoeuvres if you have one of these aircraft.
Anthony Peate wrestled with his Hanger9 ASW20 successfully during the weekend. Wrestled, in
that the plane is not presently equipped with spoilers. It is a big lump not to have working spoilers.
(The recommended “servo/spoiler in a single unit” assemblies have proved themselves to be not
fit for purpose. Anthony has had two out of four air-brake assemblies strip the drive nut that pushes
the airbrake out into the air stream. Totally inadequate design.) The wrestling bit with the plane
starts when landing preparations begin. The rate of descent obtained with spoilers is not available.
The aircraft is fitted with flaps which slow down the plane somewhat, but have nowhere near the
influence on sink rate that the spoilers do. So here is Anthony doing another landing, coming in
at a speed that seems to match that of the space shuttle coming out of orbital flight (but without
the sink rate!) and once more the whole runway is eaten up in short measure and the plane has
a wing tip touched deftly on the ground just prior to the vegetation at the end of the runway so it
doesn't disappear into the shrubbery. This final manoeuvre has the appearance of a handbrake
turn. Phew! Once a saw a great landing that used only half the runway. What I was worried about
was the mandatory lack of altitude at the beginning of the final approach, as there were trees way
out there just the other side of the perimeter fence of the airfield. That could have been a sad
story.
Saturday. Midday. Mr Peate is out on the field all by himself. Everyone else is in the shade having
lunch. We are all watching Anthony intently. His ASW20 is slowly losing altitude, as only an 8.5kg
4.7m sail-plane can. Landing appears imminent. Tim thinks, he may be on the ground in 30
seconds. “Hey Anthony - tucker's on!!” However, Anthony appears to have not given up the idea
of a nice thermal flight. This attitude is curious, as his altitude is only about 250' and decreasing.
During my sausage and bread, Anthony manages to sniff out some weak lift at about 200' that is
just capable of supporting the aircraft. Over the next 5 minutes, whilst I have my nice cold drink
(yummy), he battles the elements up to about 400'. Well done. The rest is history. Soon after that,
the thermal got its act together and took the plane away into the wide blue yonder. Good lunchtime
entertainment and great to witness. One bad move at 200' and he would have been on the ground.
Everyone else had a great time too. There was one particular time when all gliders were racing
off to altitudes that demanded close concentration and careful handling. As Steve Malcman and
the Malcman Tug were responsible for launching us all, he decided to join us. He dropped the
towline on the runway, climbed away a bit, shut down the tug motor and had a go. Good fun.
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My flying? The Foka 5 had 7 flights for a total of about 170 minutes. That
is an average of about 24 minutes a flight. So good! My little Habicht
(now with vario) had but one 13' flight during which I had a big battle to
keep it low enough to see. Being white underneath with highly tapered
wings was the source of the problem. I think perhaps, that the Habicht is
better for cloudy days. At Wang' there was nothing but totally blue.
Horizon to horizon. My Schweizer 1-26B soldiered on as usual and had
a lovely 54 minute flight, amongst many other up and away episodes.
When the thermals were not around (morning/evening) aerobatics
practice was the name of the game. Still a nice plane, but in need of an
overhaul – well, the plane is nearly 12 years old!
Roast pork was served for dinner on Saturday. Very nice meal it was too. Breakfast and lunch
was also provided every day, so flying interruptions were minimised. Many thanks go to Rachel
and her crew for looking after us so well.
During the weekend, lack of numbers was discussed, and to those visiting, it was with some relief
that it was announced that there would be another event in 12 months time. However it would not
be in remembrance of Dave Roberts. It would henceforth be referred to as the “Wangaratta
Aerotow”. Good news, count me in. This year's event was a 10 out of 10.

More photos of the weekend are on the VARMS facebook page. Search YouTube with “VARMS”
to find the short program I have produced.
You can find a short movie clip of the weekend at:
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https://youtu.be/xkptEQ19NcA

For Sale
Due to ongoing chronic illness I will not be able to build much in the way of models in the future.
As a consequence I have a couple of kits that may be of interest to other members.
The $ amounts are what I paid so any reasonable offers would be considered.



Multiplex Heron, Includes Multifly dm2810 motor 6 Hitec servos
Prelude Plus

John Cott

9808 9142 or 0408 572 525

Thermal Flying - Show me the magic

Some photos from the first day

PART 2 of this series will be held at 10.00 am on Sunday April 22.
Topics to be covered will be,
1) Review of staying in a thermal.
2) Returning from down wind.
3) Landing.
Notes from Part 1 will be available at this session.
Alan Mayhew
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$430 value
$120 value

Continuing the tradition

Glenn Salisbury

We always have a build and or repair project at Camperdown, usually building something
new for my time-poor mate from Queanbeyan.
Although we made a pact last year that 2018 was all about flying and not building, some
habits are hard to change. The seed was planted when said friend picked up a few models
from a deceased estate, one being a vintage glider called a Quark that featured a Jedelsky
wing. Now I have a soft spot for this type of wing as my first R/C glider was called a Super
Turkey and had this type of wing.

For those not in the know, according to http://www.airfieldmodels.com, a Jedelsky wing is
created by edge-joining two sheets of balsa wood at an angle. The angle on the bottom of
the wing formed by the two sheets is left intact which creates an undercambered airfoil.
The upper surface of the wing is carved, planed and sanded to an airfoil shape. Jedelsky
wings are most commonly used for free-flight gliders.

An example of a Jedelsky wing section
The model was stored at my house for a few weeks prior to Camperdown and I was
immediately smitten by the wing.
Anyways, I was getting itchy building fingers in the cabin and so I assembled Dean’s HK Night
Walrus for him while he stuffed around with another model. One hour later it was done and
ready to fly.
The next day I opened the Quark box and had a brief look over the plans and instructions as
well as removing the die-cut ply pieces.
Flying got in the way and the model wasn’t looked at again until the following evening after a
decent meal down at the pub to say goodbye to those who were heading off to Tappanappa
the following morning. We were well ‘primed’ and as a couple of guys committed blasphemy
but cutting the nose of a beautiful scale sailplane I again opened the box to continue work.
More and more people kept joining us in the cabin, maybe due to them being unable to sleep
due to the amount of noise that was emanating from our abode. There was music playing,
various power tools operating and heaps of banter. Fun times.
As I said, there was a set of plans with detailed instructions, but men being men, these were
only looked at occasionally. I worked on my own for a while before enlisting the help of Tom
from Wollongong and Dave from Warrnambool. Dave still had some wits about him but Tom
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had enjoyed one or 2 too many glasses of cheap red wine and was more hindrance than help
but added a lot to the jovial atmosphere. Young Chris from Melbourne was in shock as he
watched the productivity before him as Dean kept pouring him some Port to enjoy.
In the best Camperdown tradition, some unintentional modifications
were made to the Quark during the build process. Dave was test-fitting
the wing halves when Dean thought it would be a good time to help
and ran Zap along the joint. Maybe 30 minutes later I found a plastic
bag in the kit box that contained brass tubes and a steel rod – it seems
the manufacturer had intended the model to have a 2 piece wing. Oh
well. I carefully measured and aligned the horizontal tailplane and
glued it in place to later find that it too was intended to be removable
for easy transport. And those ply ribs that were meant to go on the
ends of the each of the 4 pieces before joining? We found those at the
bottom of the box after the build was complete.
The night was full of frivolity; drinking, singing, so much laughing and
somehow we managed to do some quality work. We all started to hit
the brick wall around 2am. I stayed up until around 3 putting the unit
back into some sort of order, cleaning and washing the dishes.
All that was left to do the next day was to varnish and decorate the model. Later that afternoon
we were greeted with perfect conditions for the model and the maiden flight took place. We
couldn’t have been happier. It quickly soared to the top of the stack and was a pleasure to fly.
So stable that I could take my hand off the transmitter for extended period as she would just
continue to fly straight ahead.
Suitably impressed, some wheeling and dealing that evening ensured that the model came
home with me.

Elastic bands fitted, it was time to fly
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Dean about to commit aviation

2018 Train & Hobby Show

Geoffrey Hearn

The 2018 event represents the fourth time VARMS has been invited to place a static display at
the Sandown Racecourse facility.
You team arrived on Friday afternoon and established a stand after transporting tables and chairs
from our club facility. We finished setting up, including the display models and were still able to
attend the monthly meeting later that evening.
Saturday was the only day of the show when there was a public display flying display. VARMS
members were well represented here with Paul Van Tongeren, Colin Khan and Graham Sullivan
displaying their twin electric motor powered Obelix models in two flying segments. Bill Hamilton
displayed an electric ducted-fan Rafale jet fighter to good effect. Bill also flew his F5B electric
powered glider – quite a sight to see this model cutting up the sky at around 350 k.p.h. The last
VARMS display was pilot was our President Colin Collyer who displayed his ESK6 1:4 scale
sailplane after receiving an aerotow by Keith Quigg and his large scale J3 Cub.
I was lucky to see Colin’s second flying slot where the conditions were perfect for soaring, so
good in fact that after releasing from the tow he entered a series of aerobatic manoeuvres over a
couple of minutes, with the model finishing up higher than when he started the display! I am sure
had Colin been allowed he could have stayed up for much of the afternoon.
Back at the VARMS static display within the complex our stand was capably manned during the
weekend by Russell Pearce who coordinated our involvement, Geoff Glover, Colin Collyer and
myself.
The event was again an excellent opportunity for VARMS to display our strong club environment.
Whilst it is almost impossible to quantify how much benefit we receive from these displays, one
thing that we can gauge is the result of if we weren’t there.
Again, thanks to those who gave their time in order to place VRAMS in the public eye.
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VARMS Level 2 Thermal Duration Task
This task is designed for you to fly with only a timer and no other assistance.
1. Launch glider to approximately 100 metres altitude using bungee, winch or electric
motor. If using electric launch, then switch off motor.
2. A stopwatch is then started by an adult observer. Fly for 10 minutes. No restarting of the
motor is allowed and the use of a variometer is not allowed.
3. After 10 minutes, land within 30 sec. The nose of the model must finish within a
rectangle 15x4 metres. The 15 m dimension is in line with the wind direction. The
VARMS landing ropes are easiest to use for this.
4. The task is to be completed on 2 different dates. Any number of attempts can be made
to achieve the task. 1, 2 and 3 must all be achieved in the same flight.
5. Complete this form and send it to the VARMS secretary for recording.
Address : PO Box 4096 Knox City 3152
Pilot’s Name
and address
Date

Observer’s Name and signature

Date

Observer’s Name and signature
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VARMS clothing order form
Colour

XS
48

S
62

Lew Rodman
M
65

L
68

Royal
$72.50
JK01 Stadium Jacket
Colour

Total

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

7XL

65

67.5

70

72.5

75

77.5

80

85

Total

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

57.5

60

62.5

65

67.5

70

72.5

75

Total

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

55

57.5

60

62.5

65

67.5

70

72.5

Navy
$40.15
JB Crew Fleecy
Colour

3XL
77

62.5

Royal
$39.05
JB ½ zip Polar Fleece
Colour

2XL
74

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

Navy
$72.50
JB Flying Jacket
Colour

XL
71

Total

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

7XL

53.5

56

58.5

61

63.5

66.5

70

73.5

80.5

Royal
$24.20
JB Polo

Total

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

53

Colour

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

7XL

53.5

56

58.5

61

63.5

66.5

70

73.5

80.5

Navy
$26.40
JB Polo with Pocket

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest above pocket

Note:All measurements are cm for Half Chest
Name:
Contact details:
VARMS caps & beanies are also available at $15 each

Please send articles & photos for
publication to

editor@VARMS.org.au
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Total

Mowing Roster

Training Dates
22

nd

Field

Alan Gray
Graeme Hollis
Martin Hopper
Robert Kassell
Tim Stewart
Geoff Moore

Runway & Pits:

TBA
1st week
TBA
2nd week
Paul Van Tongeren 3rd week
Alan Taylor
4th week

Heliport:

Geoff Moore

th

Apr & 6 May

VARMS Training is
kindly sponsored by:
Hyperion Australia

Any Problems with the mowing roster, ring
Henry Wohlmuth
9764 1921

www.hyperionaustralia.com.au
ph:

(03) 98870558
0415412096

Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field:
*Aerotow:
Clubrooms:

Second Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm
"Glider" is any Glider, or electric glider, flown as a glider, ie. climb and glide
All days 7.00 am till 11.00 pm
Mon

8am-Noon (power)
Dawn-Noon (glider)
Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)
Noon-Dusk (glider)

Tue

Power Glider

Glider

Wed

Thur

Power Glider

Power Glider

Fri

Sat

Sun

Power Power Glider

Power Glider

Glider

Glider

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer.
The Keyboard
Members and visitors with Transmitters using frequencies other than 2.4GHZ, must insert a standard 50mm key,
clearly named, into the appropriate section of the Keyboard located on field fence close to southern end of
Clubroom veranda.
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article.
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer. VARMS Inc., the
Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content.
President
VP & Site Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Contest Director
Editor
Ordinary Member
Membership Secretary
Heli Group Rep
Sports Power Rep
Asset Manager
Webmaster
Registrar

Colin Collyer
Max Haysom
Ron Hickman
Ross Armstrong
Alan Mayhew
Glenn Salisbury
Martin Hopper
Geoff Glover
Geoff Moore
Graham Sullivan
Bruce Perry
Michael Best
Peter Zambory

VARMS Web Site:
Current Members:
Potential Members:

9561 9097
9801 3899

0412 994 213
0433 799 922
9873 8256
9807 5623
9802 2044
95297095

98074875

president@varms.org.au
vp@varms.org.au
secretary@varms.org.au
treasurer@varms.org.au
cd@varms.org.au
editor@varms.org.au
ordinary@varms.org.au
membership@varms.org.au
heli@varms.org.au
power@varms.org.au
asset@varms.org.au
web_master@varms.org.au
registrar@varms.org.au

http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS

If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain the
correct addressing of this Newsletter.
If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact the
Secretary, or other Committee member.

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc.
Organisation No. A0001504U
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
The World Air Sports Federation

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying radio
controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field, within the Knox Regional Sports Park (South
Wantirna) some 60 metres west of the rear of the State Basketball Centre- Entrance off George Street, where
Training Classes with dual controlled gliders are held every second Sunday 10-1.00pm. A calendar for training is
attached to the flying field gate.
VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia.
VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, from fun-fly, scale, open competition
and self launching (electric) gliders.
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the VARMS Clubroom
near State Basketball Centre (as above) and, during daylight saving time there may be limited flying allowed before
Meeting starts at 8.00pm. Visitors are welcome. Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters
of interest to all modellers followed by a cup of your favourite brew.
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